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ABSTRACT 
We present A11yBoard, an interactive multimodal system that 
makes interpreting and authoring digital artboards, such as presen-
tation slides or vector drawings, accessible to blind and low-vision 
(BLV) users. A11yBoard combines a web-based application with 
a mobile touch screen device such as a smartphone or tablet. The 
artboard is mirrored from the PC onto the touch screen, enabling 
spatial exploration of the artboard via touch and gesture. In addition, 
speech recognition and non-speech audio are used for input and 
output, respectively. Finally, keyboard input is used with a custom 
search-driven command line interface to access various commands 
and properties. These modalities combine into a rich, accessible 
system in which artboard contents, such as shapes, lines, text boxes, 
and images, can be interpreted, generated, and manipulated with 
ease. With A11yBoard, BLV users can not only consume accessible 
content, but create their own as well. 

CCS CONCEPTS 
• Human-centered computing → Human computer interac-
tion (HCI); Accessibility technologies. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Digital object canvases are used in creativity software tools like 
Adobe Illustrator, Microsoft PowerPoint, Google Slides, and Apple 
Keynote. These canvases accept objects like shapes, text boxes, and 
images, and are sometimes called digital “artboards.” (By contrast, 
digital “paint canvases” accept pixels, like in Adobe Photoshop or 
Microsoft Paint.) For blind and low-vision (BLV) users, although 
extensive research has been conducted in delivering non-visual 
information like by using audio [2, 6, 12, 14] and haptics [7–9, 13], 
and by supporting accessible drawing [1, 3, 4, 8], most creativity 
software tools still remain inaccessible, especially object-based 2-D 
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digital artboards [10]. As the prevalance of digital artboards in pro-
fessional and educational settings is high, making them accessible 
is of paramount importance. 

Specifcally, digital artboards present a variety of accessibility 
challenges [10], including high cognitive loads; difculty determin-
ing object relationships, positions, and properties; and uncertainty 
about the success (or failure) of operations and commands, such as 
changing an object’s color or position relative to another object. It 
can be difcult for BLV users to build or maintain an accurate men-
tal model of an artboard’s contents, to understand complex object 
relationships like object overlap (Z-order), objects’ relative posi-
tions, orientations, or sizes, or properties like color. A fundamental 
challenge is that conventional screen readers were developed pri-
marily to handle text, which is a one-dimensional (1-D) information 
stream. But a digital artboard is inherently a 2-D information space, 
which is ill-suited to today’s screen readers. For example, the screen 
reader that ships with Microsoft Windows 10, when pointed at a 
Microsoft PowerPoint slide, announces the objects based on their 
Z-order, regardless of where these objects appear on the artboard. 
Why? Because the Z-ordering of objects is a well-defned 1-D in-
formation stream. (But it is hardly sufcient for the non-visual 
understanding of a 2-D artboard’s contents.) 

To address this problem, we present A11yBoard, an interactive 
multimodal system that provides accessible interpreting and au-
thoring of digital artboards. A11yBoard combines a web-based ap-
plication with a mobile touch screen device such as a smartphone 
or tablet (Figure 1). The artboard is mirrored from the PC onto the 
touch screen, enabling spatial exploration of the artboard via touch 
and gesture, an approach adapted from prior work on fnger-driven 
screen reading [5]. In addition, speech recognition and non-speech 
audio are used for input and output, respectively. Finally, the key-
board is used with a custom search-driven command line interface 
to access various commands and properties. The result is a holistic 
user experience that enables BLV users to both consume and create 
digital content. In the sections that follow, we discuss A11yBoard’s 
interface and features, followed by three pilot studies and plans for 
a more formal user evaluation. 

2 THE A11YBOARD SYSTEM 
A11yBoard is a combined multimodal system comprising a web-
based interface on desktop PC and a mobile touch screen interface. 
The web interface side is built upon a web-based open-sourced 
canvas drawing tool [11], which we modifed substantially. This 
drawing tool is a JavaScript WYSIWYG HTML canvas editor con-
sisting of basic object-based drawing functions including inserting 
shapes, lines, text boxes, and images. Objects have properties like 
position, size, orientation, and color, which can be inspected and 
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Figure 1: Using A11yBoard, a web-based drawing tool with a 
mirrored touch display enabling risk-free exploration and 
audio interactions. A11yBoard’s supports interpreting via 
touch and gestures, and outputs information about objects 
using audio tones and speech. For example, when a user’s 
fnger crosses into an object, a “step up” tone is played. When 
a user split-taps an object, speech output describes it. When 
a user’s fnger crosses out of an object, a “step down” tone is 
played. A11yBoard also supports generating and modifying 
artboard contents using speech or keyboard commands. 

modifed. Drawing functions are similar to existing artboard tools 
like Microsoft PowerPoint or Google Slides. 

As noted, A11yBoard employs a variety of multimodal inputs 
and outputs across three pieces of hardware (desktop display, touch 
screen device, and desktop keyboard; the mouse is intentionally 
avoided). The desktop display shows the artboard. The touch screen 
device mirrors that artboard and allows for risk-free fnger-driven 
spatial exploration of the artboard’s contents. It also provides audio 
output, for example, when the fnger crosses into and out of objects, 
and speech input, for example, when asking for the nearest object 
to a location. The desktop keyboard can be used with what we 
call a Universal Command Line, where the user can simply type 
a few characters related to their need and a search procedure will 
provide an enumerated list of most likely commands and property 
values (e.g., “mag” for setting an object to the color “magenta”). 
Whereas the touch screen allows users to spatially explore an art-
board’s contents through continuous input (i.e., fnger movement), 
the keyboard allows for execution of discrete commands, such as 
creating new objects (e.g., “rec” for creating a new rectangle) or 
changing properties (e.g., “fro” for bringing an object to the front 
of the Z-order). We elaborate on key features below. 

2.1 Interpreting Artboards via Touch and 
Gesture 

A11yBoard uses a touch screen to mirror the desktop’s artboard and 
enable risk-free exploration via fnger-driven screen reading similar 
to that pioneered by Slide Rule [5]. By mirroring the desktop’s 
artboard onto a touch screen device, the artboard can be explored 
spatially in a 2-D fashion, giving BLV users a notion of objects’ 
relative positions and sizes. Moving with a fnger over objects 
results in basic auditory feedback, while simple gestures give more 
detailed object information on-demand. 

Single-fnger exploration: A11yBoard supports a single fnger 
“reading” the artboard’s contents by moving over the touch screen. 
When a user’s fnger moves into an object, A11yBoard plays a 
“step-up” tone; similarly, when a user’s fnger moves out of an 
object, A11yBoard plays a “step-down” tone. When transitioning 
between overlapping objects, A11yBoard plays these tones in quick 
succession. If the fnger moves slowly enough so as to remain within 
an object momentarily, A11yBoard reports the basic information 
about the object, including its color name and type (e.g., “green 
rectangle”). Any speech output is abruptly cut-of if the fnger exits 
the object or lifts from the touch screen. 

Split-tap drill-down: While exploring the canvas using one 
fnger, users may want to access detailed information about objects, 
or select objects for further interaction. To this end, A11yBoard 
supports split-tap (a second-fnger tap issued while the frst fnger 
remains down [5]) to select an object and hear detailed information 
about it, including its size and location, which are reported using 
relative ratios of the canvas width and height. For collaboration 
with sighted or low-vision users, A11yBoard also visually highlights 
the selected object with a thicker border. 

Single-fnger dwell: To further interact with a selected object, 
A11yBoard supports a variety of speech commands, which will be 
actively listened for when one fnger dwells on the screen. Speech 
interaction will stay active as long as the fnger dwells, much like the 
Shift key on a keyboard. We further describe A11yBoard’s speech 
commands in section 2.2, below. 

Quick-fick to nearby objects: To support learning of sur-
rounding objects, A11yBoard ofers a two-fnger quick-fick inter-
action that reads out information about the closest object in the 
ficking direction. By using these ficks, a user can explore “radi-
ally” around an object to understand nearby objects in various 
directions. 

2.2 Speech-Based Interaction 
When BLV users hold down a fnger on the screen to “talk” with 
A11yBoard, the system supports a series of speech commands to 
access information and manipulate objects. Holding down a fnger 
is an active mode, miuch like the Shift key on a keyboard. It is 
also similar to holding down the button on a walkie talkie when 
speaking. While the user’s fnger dwells, A11yBoard is “listening.” 
When the user’s fnger lifts, speech mode ceases. 

The speech commands used to retrieve detailed object informa-
tion include “position” (and related commands like “left”, “top”, 
“right”, “bottom”), “color”, “size” (and related “width”, “height”), 
“closest”, “farthest” (reads out the closest or farthest object from the 
fnger’s position), and “text” (reads out the text object’s inner text). 
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The reported results of “position” and “size” will be percentage 
numbers proportional to the canvas width and height. For example, 
“the width is 25% of the canvas width.” If users want more precise 
values, these commands can be extended by appending the word 
“exact.” For example, ”position exact” might result in “red rectangle 
from canvas left: 145 pixels.” 

Speech commands can also be used to create or edit objects, 
including “create”, “move”, “resize”, “align”, “here”, and “cancel.” 
“Create” is followed with an object type like “rectangle ”or “text” 
and results in a new object under the user’s dwelling fnger. “Move” 
and “resize” are used to initialize a moving or resizing operation. 
“Resize” is specifed with a object reference point, like “top-left,” 
which would be the corner from which the resizing occurs. Users 
can then continue exploring the canvas until they fnd their desired 
moving or resizing destination, and then use command “align” or 
“here” to either align the object to another object’s edge or to simply 
move or resize object to the new location. 

2.3 Universal Command Line 
Touch, gesture, and speech commands are powerful means for BLV 
users to interact with 2-D information spaces like artboards, but 
they are still limited when it comes to certain functions like chang-
ing discrete values of color, font family, and font size. To make 
nearly all A11yBoard functions easily and quickly discoverable in 
one location, we created what we call the “Universal Command 
Line.” This command line is a search-driven keyboard interface 
enabled by speech output into which BLV users can type keywords 
or command terms like “color” and “font,” and then select from 
existing results appearing in a drop-down menu, which is made ac-
cessible by text-to-speech output. Additional commands like “copy,” 
“delete,” “bring-to-front,” and “send-to-back” are also supported 
for further editing the canvas. Importantly, because the command 
line is search-driven, users do not need to memorize all possible 
commands. Rather, they only need to type a few characters of a 
desired term, and the search feature will present all possibilities to 
them. 

3 PILOT STUDY AND FUTURE WORK 
To gather feedback about A11yBoard, we conducted a pilot study 
with three blind people who had experience making or at least 
using presentation slides, which are a type of artboard. We asked 
participants to use A11yBoard to interpret an existing artboard 
and to edit objects within it. We frst demonstrated A11yBoard’s 
features and asked for participants’ feedback. We then gave partici-
pants various tasks. In general, participants were extremely positive 
about A11yBoard, all enjoying using it to access the given artboard 
and using interaction techniques to edit it. Participants were able 
to tell us accurately what an artboard generally contained (e.g., a 
slide with a title in the top-left corner, a rectangle below that title, 
and a few other shapes on the right side). One participant appre-
ciated the design of the “move” and “resize” features because they 
allowed him to explore the “destination” frst and then decide to 
conduct the moving or resizing operation. Participants also gave a 
few suggestions on how to improve the system, including the need 
of adding a summary overview of the entire artboard. (We plan 
to add a “summarize” command as a result.) All three participants 
wanted this summary before exploring the artboard using touch 

and gesture in a risk-free way. Participants also wanted to have a 
“help” speech command to remind them of the possible interaction 
techniques and speech commands. 

Our pilot study results indicate the usefulness of combining 
touch, gesture, speech, audio, and search for improving digital 
artboard accessibility. In our future work, we will improve and ex-
tend the design of A11yBoard, for example, by adding “summarize” 
and “help” commands. We will also perform additional iterative 
usability tests with more BLV people. On the whole, we believe 
A11yBoard will be a signifcant step towards making 2-D infor-
mation spaces like digital artboards more accessible, a crucial step 
towards empowering BLV users to create design artifacts of their 
own. 
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